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'I I :t 
INTHODUC1'ION 
:I 
!I 
', This paper endeavors to present a comprehensive pic- 1 
ture of propaganda and. the need for the inclusion of material 
on propaganda analys i s in the teaching of secondary social 
studies . 
The writer has aimed at three specific goals : (1 ) to 
dtermine the nature and meaning of propaganda , (2) to analyze 1 
the psychology of propaganda, and (3) to determine the 
significance of the study of propaganda analys is during the 
past t wo decades and its contribution to secondary social 
studies inst r uction. A resource unit on propaganda analysis 
has been included in this work, as we ll. 
The writer has found his tasl-;: to be a most absorbing 
one. He feels that a considera tion of this area is most time-
l y in v 'ew of the current world crisis and the need for clear-
1 
h eaded thinking. I 
,! 
I 
I 
I 
CHAPTER I 
THE NATURE OF PROPAG.Al-IDA 
The definition of terms.-- To arri ve at an acceptable 
definition of a word or term can be both simple and complex. 
Such a project may be looked upon as simple in that the 
writer of a definition is oft-times inclined to develop that 
definition which suits his particular preference or aim. On 
the other hand, the evolution of an intelligent definition 
may be an extremely complex procedure in view of the fact 
I 
\i 
·I 
!I 
that the meanings and connotations which are associated with a l' 
,I 
word cannot be chosen arbitrarily simply because society has 'I 
assigned specific overtones to the word in question. Social 
customs and traditions must be taken into consideration since 
an arbitrar-y, l!anti-social11 definition would prevent com:.rnuni-
cation and conjure up many difficultie s . 
The word propaganda is an abstract term which has gradual-
ly evolved into common property throughout the world. It is 
lj 
a word which has slowly acquired a multi tude of connotations, II 
in fact, almost as many meanings as there are writers who have I' 
'I 
ventured to formulate definitions. This fact alone is of 
especial importance to the social studies teacher who, in 
dealing with the material of the social sciences, .is frequent-
ly faced with a clear-cut problem of semantics, that is, when 
abstract concepts are being discussed in the classroom. Clear- 1, 
ly, there · is a need for the Socratic method and the initial I, -
definition of terms. And therefore, attention must be devoted I 
1 
to the problem of determining the nature of propaganda . ,I 
I 
:I 
Two approaches to the problem.-- It must be remembered 
that the definition of the word propaganda, oft-times in the 
past , has been apprnached from two different viewpoints. Some !1 
lJ 
I 
:, 
~I 
writers have chosen to focus their attention upon the purely 
sociological aspects of propaganda, while others have tended 
to d'\\rell upon the psychological facets of propaganda. 
In the case of the first approach, Leon N. Flint and c. 
F. Higham ha.ve preferred, in their writings to stress the 
more selfish aspects of propaganda .1This view looks upon 
propaganda as essentially a means of social control, an imper- Il 
tant force in the shaping of public opinion. And this outloo~ 
also presumes that propaganda is developed and <i.isseminated I ' 
by groups and individuals which seek to perpetuate their own 
interests . ... n example of this is the propaganda vhich is used 
by shrewd , governmental ·leaders in their attempts to foster I il 
popular support. I II 
On the other hand, those educators anc'l. social scientist, ;1 
vrho a r e psychologists tend t() emphasize in their analyses thj 
effect of propaganda on persons with stress upon the assumed 
psychological tendencies of human personality. From this 
vieY!point, propaganda is seen as part of a dynamic process 
which ntriggers offu the latent potentialities of man ' s deli-
cate balance of attitudes and interests . 
!/See Leon N. Plint, The Consc ienc e of the :Newspaper, D. Apple-
ton E:!entury Company, New York, 1925. J.). 18-. 
3 
\Val ter L. Biddle i s a.nong those v~ho have espoused a 
psychological interpretation of propaganda. Dr. Biddle has 
advanced a theory of emotional conditioning in which he empha-
sizes the significance of pre-existing, related at titudes . 1 
I' 
According to his theory, emotions and attitudes can be channeled 
into any activity through skilled mani pulation.2 But Bi ddle 
I 
does not mention the broad, social c0nsequences of the psycho-
logy of propaganda. And hence. i n the writer 's estimation, he 
tends to restrict his explanation to an excessive degree. 
Another ~ of propagan~~ .-- To confuse t he scene even 
further . in the search for a definiti~n, other writers have 
synthesized the psychological and soc io logical approaches and 
describe the factors influenced by social change in psychologi.,.. ll 
tl 
cal language. An example of this type of analysi s is that of \1 
Harold D. Lass·well v1ho believes that the term propaganda refers 
exclusively to the control of opinion through significant 
symbols, or to express it more conc retely, through stories, 
I 
,, 
I 
rumors, reports, p ictures, and other f orms of social comruuni ca- 11 
tion . 3 
Lasswell po ints out that propaganda is concerned with the 
I 
management of opinions and attitudes through the direct mani:pu-
1! 
I 
J.atio n of social suggestion rather tha n the a ltering of environ-
mental conditions. The writer is not fully in accord with this 
1/W.illiam W. Biddle, "A Psycho ogical Definition of Propaganda , 11 
J our nal of ~;.£_nort!@_l & Social P f!.vc4olo~ , 1931, 26: 283-2.95 ~ 
!/Ib id., pp . 283-295. · 
~ld D. Lasswe l l, "The Person:Subject and Object of Propaganda, 11 
Annals ~ American Aoadenzy £f. Politica l ~ Soc ial Science, 1935, ' 
179: 18'7-193. 
definition, however, s inc e it offers no way to di fferent i ate 
propaganda from education . And the wri ter is of the pinion 
that , in many i nstances, knowledge ~ be transmitted without 
the en~ellis:b .. ment of emotionally-tinged symbols. Tbus , from 
at least one viewpoint , Lasswell 's definition t ends towards 
1 
narrowness . 
A comprehensive approach to propaganda . -- Another V'ri tel; 
bes p roduced a brief, yet apparently all - e nc ompassing defini- , 
tion in whi ch he states that propaganda uses words and i'word 
sub s t.:. t1..1tes tt in an attem.pt to control the attitudes and cone:Je-,
1 
quently _ the berJB..vio:t• of e. number of persons regardine; a. 
h 2 
controve r s ial matter. 11 At fir st glance, this de finiti on 'ldOuld 
seem to be fair ly comprehensive and per haps adequate . But 
the expressior1 "controversiCJ.l matter" brines f orth a hos t of 
connot ations which may not necessarily be ge:rL'lB.ne to all 
types of propaganda. And. henc e , the thoughtful pe r usal of a 
f ew more c e fini tiona is in Ol' der, prio:r· to the formulatic•n of 
any de finite conclusion regarding the nature of p ropaganda. 
Another attem;et ll definition.- - Professor Norman J ohn . 
Powe ll, in his volume, Ana tomx. .Q.f. Public Opinion, has defi ned 
propaganda as 11 •••• the spreading of ideas or a t t itudes that 
i nf' l.uenc e opinions o :c behavior , or both .... 11 3 The virtues of 
this point are considerable. 
I 
1/See Harold D. Lasswell, 11 The The ory of Political Propaganda, 1 
American Poli .tical Scienc e Review , 21: 6 2 7. 
YDavid :Bicknell 'I'rwnan, ~ Gov-ermnental Process. Alfred A . 
Knopf, Inc., New York, 1951 , p . 240 . 
!2./NorL"'J.a.n John Powell. Ana torp;t: of fy.blic Opinion, Prent · c e -Hall, 
Inc • , N eYY' York , 19 51 , p • 7 . 
In the fir st place , Powell has clearly avo ided the all-too-
com.mo n tendency in such defini tiona to segregate and "fence off11 
from analysis certain areas of communication or opinion . Second-
1 • this definition is good as a basis for further understandins 
of the opinion -forming and behavior-developing process. This 
ia especially true in thEtt none of the facto:L's related to the 
evo ution and nissemination of propaganda are r;1.arked 11 off-
limitsli for tle student. Thus, the propaganda analyst finC's it 
more nearly possible to collect, coOI'di:rJB.te, and inter·:pret a 
greater a.mount of relevent data. 
But this definition fails to take into consideration the 
fac t that any idea: or attitude, regardless of its intrinsic 
truth, will tend to influence opinions or behavior . Hence, 1 
Powell has neglected to Pl'OVide for the psychological di fferen- 11 
I 
tiation between intentiona l falseho"d and unintentional I 
I 
propa.ganda. This, in the writer's estimation, i s a serious 
o ission ~hich can unwittingly result in the relegati n of 1 
both education and biased opinion to a rather uneasy coexistence1 
under the coniDJ.on label of propaganda. Although the writer is 
fully aware that education and propagandistic indoct r ination 
tend , in many instances, to overlap, especially in areas like 
politics and religion which fal l under t:h.e domain of the social 
studies , the writer is still convinced that objective truth 
can very definitely be disti nguished from bias , prejudice , 
and intentional lies of a propagandistic na.ture .For this 
reason , the writer believes that Powell ' s definition i s inade-
6 
quate. 1' 
A moral ~ of propaganda . -- E. L . Clarke, in his inter-
est ing book ~ ~ of Straight Thinking , has endeavored to 
" es·cape the less satif.~factOl'Y aspects of Powell's analysis of 
prl)pa.ganda by taking the position tl"J.at propaganda may be sub-
divided into tv o chief types, honest and d ishonest. Clarl~e 
I defines the latter a.s n • • • $the creation of public opinion 
the spread ijf misinformation v;hich is known to be such by 
who spread it • 11 1 
by I 
those 
'l'he present wri ter feels , however . that even though this 
defini tion points a finger at the moral aspects of propaganda, 
it, neve:t•theless , has eertain vague connotations which make 
such a definition unsatisfactory. For example, Clarke's c:malys:is \1 
does not take into consideration the fact that sincere , honest 1 
people oft-times disseminate. ideas whi ch are capable of touch-
ing off more trouble than the misinforrr~tion spread around by 1: 
I 1:1 many dishonest people. Clearly, much depends upon what mea.ning 
'I , iS assigned to the ter~ misrepresentati..QE.. Clarke ' s pos ition 
I 
can perhaps be simp ly stated thus: dishonest propagandists are \ 
those who disseminate lies. In the present wr itel' 's est im.a.tion, 11 
such a de finition offers a rather one-sided p icture of propagan-
1 
da , and hence . is not sufficiently satisfactory . I' 
Sti ll anothe~ point of view. -- A. Gordon Dewey has met the 
challenge of attempt i ng to de f ine propaganda thus : 11 Propaganda 
is concerned d i stinctively with the manipulation of opinion , 
1/E. 1 •• Clarke, The ffi. of Straight 'rhi nking;D. Appleton and 
Co . , 1929 , p. 30 ? . 
7 
i . .!!:. • , 're sbo .lr1 n t . in · nA.e such direct <.=\ d subt.el'!'8 nea 
f"' rms . I 
I 
"-' -:-· -~ s 
I ' 
r: :r~ ,..y e ::.~: i t; relates e ssent'olly t l'i specific i snues 
At first r;Janc e, tbis ·:~ u. (1 seem t. be a hi.;:h~;). ~c;ce .~:- t ::-b].e 
r1e f_ niti~n . But in the ~riter's ~pinil'in , t1e.e are cer~ain 
:-sJa:.:inc defici e lC i e s even · n th.! f' :t- e n trati.ng c, a.l .J ·s i s .. :' -:::(. 
8 '' y s necessarily relate t. s:.. e cific issue s t:·f Et self-~~rident 
that it "'•BY i m r..t me :t-e J incnlcatine..: a ., ne r::-·1 , h· ~r ir~: res ~-
!:? c·. ir..t . t he n inds l'if r'">:;H:, ~endees . Pr paganda c f thi s t• ~e 
tends t0 •• nf ten · " the E.tti tu es f the :prn:...c:.;:;;andee in 
read 'ne s for p ropaganda nf e nore irect k ' n " i Th ich a 
1\efj.n · te a nurse c actirm · R j 11 ic2te . A p;ood exa,nple of 
suc h pr ':l r ganda is much f the .rr.aterial dist:r·i'buted b;'{ the 
Eatic·naJ Association of D;muf·vcture:.:·s \'rhich brings f o t 1 me. r 
fi ··r1R an p a!:!phlets that RUbtly e t11 the capitali s t Ry~te n. I[ 
.... nil f ree enter rise . Such :r'~"'\P C..t:a.Y~::.. stic 1ev.ices "'- e e::ctre;;::e l;y11 
ff ective in that n e;Ac if ' c issue i ·rectly r0fc r ed t . 
p i ni~LS r.re unrer f ire . 
The ·r i t er els cri t ' cizes the elib fas~inn i n v~ic ~ 
De'l'. e~- <= s sert s that r e.p,anda s eks 
]./A. G'=' rrt~!'l. v:e; . Repo~rt ,... f 
Pr . i"Jfc ~En .2. '-<-' ..,'t P.0 in Fre 'er 
l:enace , The Century C(')~ x=· r;y, 
8 
1 tha+ n._ imm~d1. et.e re\?lults e1·e _nvi ae - b:,~ the 1· ~ c.s niiist 
entire-~· satisfec t . r~. 
~ problem. . -t 
-
J'..CC old 1 
I 
Benj amin, the test s of t e r ro er usage a nd i nte pretctirn n f 
the veriations ~f ~e .n•n . , an1 {? ) th essent · a._ ele:::o~"t 
' nt.erpretation ~ ss ..,Ci'"t t e d rith the term :pro..,arr~nda . :r_at that 
d 
-~ich. rent ecs i ly ansrered . 
.:.he vie 1 of Thv.~ , ".:. e w:r1 ter 
f eels t:=-:.[' ·' he s j t;.st ified i n r ~lvinc t ::;. 1~r ble!!l. b:_r 
1 e.rb i trPr i ly '!'lresent~.n- th rlefini t · c·:r! ,.,f .... r peganda c f:' e:!.-ed by 
t" Hum<: n Problems , Cha"' ter 
• I 
.I 
'I 
II 
I 
Professor Leonard W. Doob of Yale University, a distinguished 
social psychologist. Doob has become a recognized authority 
in the field of public opinion and propaganda through his 1\ 
many writings en the subject as well as through his work for , 
the Institute for Propaganda Analysis. 
I Accardi ng to Doob 's definition, propaganda can be refer- I 
red to as " ••• . the attempt to affect the personalities and to / 
control the behavior of i ndividuals towards ends considered 
unscientific or of doubtful value in a society at a given 
time. "1 
On the other hand, Doob distinguishes propaganda from 
education by defining the latter as " •••• the imparting of 
knowl edge or skill considered to be scientifi c or to have 
survival value in a society at a particular time •11 :2. 
In the present writer ' s estimation, t hese definitions 
are satisfactory in that they take into consideration the 
peripheral fringe - l ine of di sagreement which separates propa-
gandR fl·om educat ion • More than this, the a defini tiona 
are concerned with bot h the psychological and sociological 
aspects of propaganda , and, for this I'eason , are sufficiently ji 
comprehensive. 
Although criticisms might well be directed towards even 
Doob's de f ini tions, the present writer is , nevertheless, 
convinced that they offei' a reasonable point of departure 
YLeonard w. Doob. Propaganda, He nry Holt and .company, New 
York, 1935, p . 89~ 
,g/Leonard V! . Doob, Public Opinion ~Propaganda, Henry Holt 
and Compa~ , New York, 1948 , p . 23? . 
I 
1 
2.dequ te ~~ 
~. e fi n ' tion is not easily res0l~ro ... . But the r i ter is cClnvinced 
. f :t-r .., a-
1
1 
C le ar-~ , the s emantic :prob ~:m of ,.eter.r!.ini ng c. 
thet the arb i trary a.cce tanc _f D. ob ' s definiti ns 
g ' nda is not nl r reasonable but jus ti f ie in vi e of the 11 
many ~tt e::nptl: to explain the meaning of :Qro:p~ ~and·. \ 
YF r 
Ed war 
at ' on , 
mater iE on t h e n 
, Props ganda , Li Y 
192 8 , 3> · 9- 2 . 
, see 
Corpo -
I 
CHAPTER II 
THE P SYCHOI.DGY Q]' PHOPAGANDA 
1 . Psychologic a l Principl es 
Stereotypes.-- Walter Li ppm.c-mn, in his s ti ·nulating 
volume Public Opi nio_q, has pointed out that men can probably 
never possess a completely accurate understanding of the 
nature of ultimate reality . 1 And thus, men develop a psycho-
logica~ i mpression of the world in which they live, a mental 
p icture which is of grave signi f icance to the propagandist in 
that it exerts influence upon behavi or. Plato long ago allude d 
to this intera c tion between men and their envirorunent when he 
stated that: "The a ctual conditions which surround people a re 
no t as important as their conception of these condi tiona. u2 
The mode r n psychologist would probably prefer to use the 
term, stereotype, as a more convenient way of describing such 
phenomena. Clearly , a s t ereotype represents the knowledge 
which men be lieve is in their possession. And knowledge of this 
type may psycho l ogically assume the f orm of a mental image, 
a specific reaction , or a nebulous feeling. 
Stereotype .... are of great importance to the propagandist 
since the "pseudo - knowl edge" represented by such conc epts 
Y Walter Lippmann , Public Qpinion, The Macmillan Company , New 
York , 1922, p . 106. 
Y Philip Wheelwright~ A Critical Intr oduc tion 12, Ethics , The 
Odys sey ~res s , 1-Tew York , 1949, p . 175. 
1.2 
=- --=--- =- ~ 
usually r e sults in the fo1·mulatio n of a.tti tudes. And it i s 
these attitudes whl.ch the propagandist seeks to control and 
direct . Sinc e most att itudes are developed from stereotypesj · 
attention ruus t be foc used upon the f ormat ion of attitudes 
and the psychological processes involve d in this 11 growth" or 
deveJ.oprr~e nt f r.a.ot i va tional ideas . For in the f inal analysis. 
p ropaganda aims at the crystalli zation of attitude s. 
Central attitudes . -- Central att i t1.;;.des represe nt the more 
enduring , mo1•e consistent f a cets of the individual ' s mental 
p rocesses . It can b e said tb.a.t most central attitudes "serve 
as a dynaruic, direct.i ve , or at least as a determinative influ-
ence upon more spec i fie attitudes . ul The·. p ropagandist is at al l 
times aware of the fact that almost every individual has 
s everal primary or central attitudes wh i ch inc lude viewpoints 
towa r ds soc i al r elat ions, the world of business, reli gion, 
governruent, and other i mportant areas. 
Professol' Floyd H. Allport has po i nt ed out the existe nce 
of non-central attitudes which are not c losely related to the 
higher integrc~t ion of the individua l personality . The s e 
s econda ., attitudes are referred to by Allport as segr.o.ental 
attitudes, attitudes which j_ndicate only, minor . aspects of a 
pe r sor...al.i ty. 2 For_ examp l.e , it may be assumed that the average 
ci tize·n ha-s his central att i tudes directed towards personal 
jJ Leonard w· . Doob, Pro·paganda, Henry Holt and Company, New York, 
1935, p . 36. . Y Floyd H. Al lport, Soc i al Psycho lo&_ , Houghton Miffl i n Company, 
Boston, 1924, p . 305. 
institutions such as his faruily, while the very same person 
would probably have a segme ntal att itude towar·ds the United 
Na tio ns since only a portion of his personality i s connected 
with thi s institution, at least as far as personal contact is 
concerned. Clearly, the f i ne art of propaganda hinges upon 
the control, stimulation, and forn1.ation of : attitudes. And 
h e nce, a knowledge of these psychological phenornona is 
essentia l to an undel's tanding of the propagandist's strategy. 
Dominant and .*£!:.tent at titudes. -- Psychologists hav e 
broken dovtn the general area of attitudes into dominant and 
latent a tti tudes . Dominant attitudes are viewpoints which are 
already crysta l lized and whi ch exert influence upon behavior .. 
The l atter are a tti tudes that have not yet jelled.1 Skilled 
propaganda can do much to guide the potential learnings of 
i nd i v i duals, especially in those instance s v.here <dti tudes 
are latent . 
Related atti tudes.-- When at t itude s are integrated and 
inter- relate d, attitudes are referred to as related attitudes, 
atti t udes which are clos ely associated with one another .. 
Those a ttitude s that are not properly integrated can be 
t ermed auxilia.I"'J attitudes . 2such att i tudes a·re of i mr)or.tance 
to the propagandist who seeks to control the behaviol' of :b.i s 
f ellowme n. 
i/ Doob, ~. cit ., p . 41. Y Ibid., p . 42. 
Stereotypes ~Attitudes.-- At this point, it may b e 
asked what the relationship is betwee n stereotypes and atti -
tudes . A concrete illustration can perr~ps shed light upon 
this problem. 
For example, to the average Boston University studer.t, it 
can probably be assu.me d t!:Lat the symbol , learning, conj u.:r up 
:r!luch mo!'e than simply a mental image of an encyclopedia. 'i'he 
specific , component parts of' learning such as books, research 
papers, teachers, classrooms, and laboratories are not nec es-
. sarily called to mind. Instead, a vague, nebulous idea appears 
upon our stream of' consciousness , a hazy concept which 
transcends concrete events. Clearly,, a. symbol would seem to 
consist of a combinati on of stereot pes, attitudes, and social 
values •1And thus, symbols like " law," 11 virtue , ti and 11 piety11 
are associated with vague connotations which are of grave 
consequence to social relations. 
Suggestion.-- The question may now be asked as to how 
symbols and propaganda influence action. Or to phrase the 
query a little differently, it may be questioned regarding 
the nature of the psychological process which controls and 
effects hur,w. n l)ersonali ty and t herefore society. 
T~ :l. · t·o 2 e answer s s ugges ~ n. 
1 Ibid., p. 50 .. ~Lasswell, Harold D. , "The Person: 
Propaganda, 11 Annals 2.f American Academy 
Science , 1935, v. 179, pp . 187-193. 
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The term, suggestion, is one which requires fur ther 
explanation. It must be remembered that suggestion does not 
neceaserily mean the direct "control" of attitudes . Man;y 
persons are of the erroneous belief that suggestion and 
resultant action :have the sc-..me relationship as a fi nger might 
have to - the operative swi .tch on a contr.ol :p·-ne l. This is a 
false impr ess i on. Actua,lly, the behavior which is elicited by 
pro pagan and other vehicles of expression will, to a great 
exte11t, - epend upon the propagandee 's previous attitudes and 
impressions regarding the . aree. of action in question. Thus, 
11 control" i s, in many instances, only partially success ful. 1 
Those who suppor.t the principles of 11 s timulus- response 11 
psychology woul d venture the thought that suggestion "triggers 
off 11 attitudes. For example , the smoker of cigarettes is offered 
a cigarette during the. course of a conversation. The first 
perscn in our miniature dre..ma complies and immediate action 
is engendered. A dominant a tt itude has been "tapped." 
The writer, however, would like to po i nt out that the 
recipient of the cigarette did not ,_ necessari ly,~ to accept 
the profferred article. Alternatives and variable factors 
must be taken into consideration and it i s here where individu-
ality o£ personality can as s ert itself. 
The writer is admittedly opposed to the viewpoint of t hose 
who espouse the principles of vector psychology , a view which 
i/Leonard W. Doo~ Public O~inion ~ Propa~nda, Henry Holt 
and Company, New Yorlc, pp . 243-244. 
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assumes that man is completely controlled by the pressures of 
environment. The writer is f ully aware of the impo:t•tance of 
external forces, but he is convinced that man, through knowl ed ge 
and understanding of human psychology, can better analyze 
~he never-ceasing stream of events whic h impinge: upon his 
senses. Thus, although persuasion i s significant, it is, by 
no means, a complete explanat i on of behavior. And thus, in the 
writer's opinion, man can be free, at least to a greater 
extent than many psychologists would care to admit. 
Suggestion~ attitudes .-- Professor Floyd H. Allport 
has stressed the idea that suggestion is a pl•imary factor. in 
the evolution of an attitude. 1 And the alert propagandist is 
verJ much aware of this fact. 
A classic example of this principle is the disgruntled 
housewife who purchases a vacuum cleaner from a "door-to-door 11 
salesman even though she "did not 1·eally want the appliance. •• 
But the fact that the irate housekeeper ~ buy the vacuum 
cleaner woul d seem to indice.te that there were very defi nite . 
related, pre-existing attitudes which tended to precipitate 
the purchase of the machine. Clearly, actions are probably, 
never completely spontaneous, and therefore are almost always 
conditioned by latent attitudes . Suggestion acts as a catalyst 
which hastens the response to a given situation.2 
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Professor Doob has developed what the writer believes to 
be an adequate psychological analysis of suggestion. Doob 
states that suggestion results from" .••• the manipulation of 
stimulus-situations in such a way that , through the consequent 
&rousal of pre-existing, related attitudes, there occurs within 
the mental field a new integration which would not have occurred 
undel .. di fferent stimulus-situations." 1 
According to this definition, suggest i on may be regarded 
as a strictly psychological phenomenon. Clearly, suggestion 
represents the psychological crux of propaganda, since it is 
through suggestion, by definition of both propaganda and 
suggestion itself, that the propagandist seeks to exercise 
control over the minds of his f ellowmen . Suggestion offers a 
reasonable point of departure from which types of propaganda 
may be established. 
2. Types of Propaganda 
Revealed propaganda.-- Most people are probably influenced 
by direct suggestion. This kind of propaganda is perhaps best 
referred to as revealed propaganda. Such propaganda can be 
called "reveal d" in that the majority of people are, no doubt , 
aware of the propagandist ' s aim in spreading his words and 
images of" suggeation.2 An examp~e of" this is the television 
commercial in which audio-visual symbols advise us to use, for 
instance, a :particular brand of soap powder. Clearly, under 
such circumstances, the propagandee has ample opportunity to 
y Leonard W. Doob, Pub lie Opinion ~ Propagand~, p. 54. 
gj illS. , p • 252. 
determine the propagandist 's purpose which is simply to 
stimulate the prospect ive customer to the extent that he will 
purchase the product. 
Concealed propaganda.-- On the other hand, a large number 
of people are influenced through indirect suggestion. In this 
case , the term concealed propaganda is applicable, since the 
propagandee is pre sumably not aware of the propagandist's aim~ 
A good example of this type of propagandee is the social 
studies teacher who propagandi zes the cause of a. specific 
pre ssure gr oup in the classroom. 
It shoul d not be presumed , however, that revealed and 
concealed propaganda represent t wo distinct t ypes which never 
merge. In many instances, t he propagandist may use only one 
of these types of propaganda, and yet, even more often, he 
will utilize both, especially in the case of an extended 
propaganda campaign. Clearly, concealed and revealed propa-
ganda are commonly employed and may be r egarded as the two 
basic kinds of propaganda. 
Delayed-revealed· propaganda.-- There is still another 
type o f propaganda, however, in which the propagandist may 
cloak his aims at first in order to arouse auxiliary and 
related attitudes. Once the i nterest of the propagandee bas 
been secured, the propagandist then proceeds to make known 
his i ntentions . This is an intermediate variety of salesman-
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shi b i ,h cl)mb ne both reveale antl. c nee __ erl .:. r ... Jec:;<'mr'ia. 
Pr be.bl~· t.:H=: best t.er:rn f')f reference f :c this t pe flf .t'r 
g2n , ic: P a~red-revealed propce;an ~ B .. Th i s a ticular t c -
n que is use r many r- t.be more urbane advertise:ilents . In 
t_~eoe insta nces, the 8. vert i ser usua reve~ls his purpose 
j,n tb.e ast p 8.ragraph f the ad by inc ,.,nsp icuous · referring 
t the part ic ular pr duct r cause ·hi ch ~ seeks t rornote . 
In thi~ type f a dvertising r propa~and the i ntroducti n 1 
c leve~ly constructe in such a. ay that re .. a ted ,..tti tud s are 
II 
·I 
a.r use and gra ually intens ified in pre~o.r~ti n f r the c lil~O.:xi • 
.r o-or..lled ''.!:lunch-line . " 
T e relat i ons ... i )s 
.I, 
• bet\veen the three t pes of propaganda t hus fetr iscussed can 
rl re luc i d l sh vm now that a ' rking v cabulary f terms hau 
been develope 
Concealed pr ap;anda i s the direc t ant i thesis o f !'eYe 1 d. 
r pa£an ~ in that the propagandist , in this case , aims at the 
disse~inatinn 0f i eas rith ut the revelation of intention • . 
Here the pr pa.gan ist gambles upon the hope that indirect 
suggest ion will r tse relr ted attitudes to blend together 
for.n a ne i att itude which •ill predispose the propap,;andee 
t ~ 0 t t"l.. r d 0 t I b • t 0 p 2 ·:e.rr:.ts carry1ng l">U L.&.S pro a, n ~s a o ec J.V- . 
i/Leonard w. Doob , Propaganda , pp . 104 10 6 . 
§/Ibid . ~ p . 106 . 
nd 
be made known as we11. 1 
In the case of delayed-revealed propaganda, when the 
initial stimulus-situation has been perceived and related 
attitudes have been roused, the propagandist then changes 
the situation in order that the propagandee may discern his 
goal. This change is made at that moment when comprehension of 
the aim can be moat likely integrated with already existing 
related attitudes. 2 Here there is a need for skilled psycho~ 
logical timing. For example, during a war, propagandists 
rouse related patriotic a.tti tudes . Once the people are enthused, 
the plea for volunteers into the armed forces is made or Mr. 
John Q. Public is requested -to buy a government bond. Timing 
is all-important in this type of propaganda. 
To those who query as to which of the three types of 
propaganda is most effective, perhaps no definite answer can 
be given . Common sense and good judgement will usually deter-
mine that form of propaganda which is moat appropriate for 
a given s ituat ion. 
For example, the subversive organization which has 11 evil" 
connotations assoc i ated with its activities would be extremely 
rash and impulsive if revealed propaganda we1•e employed. A 
wi ser course of action would be to first arouse an atmosphere 
of favorable attitudes and then reveal the identity of the 
cause or personality (delayed-revealed propaganda ) Ol' to 
i/Ib i d • , p • 10 6 . 
Yfill. ' p. 106. 
simply withhold such information until a more opportune 
moment (concealed propaganda). 
Where the propagandist is "sowing his seeds 11 for a cause 
whicll. already has a good reputation, the use of revealed 
propagcnda would be a sensible course of action. Prestige is 
always of positive value to the propagandist. It is clear that 
expediency and good timing will invariably guide the strategist 
who seeks to control the public mind. Regardless of the type of 
propaga nda which is being used, pati ence and skill are needed 
if results are to be secured . 
Counter-propaganda.-- Still another aspect of propaganda 
mu s t b e examined. When the propagandist is no longer able to 
make his public submissive, when pointing out a course of 
.. u 
action is not in itself sufficient, a nd when the idea salesman 
cannot perf ect the initial integration, the propagandist must 
then r evert to the use of counter-propaga nda.lCounter-propagan-
da is important where-ever competing propagandists a re engaged 
in a battle of ideas. And clearly , there are few communi tie s or 
societies where only one source of propaganda interacts with 
the public. 
In view of the fact that modern .aocieties are highly 
corupetitive, each propagandist must not only convince the 
people of the "truth" of his words, but must attempt to prevent 
.these very same people from being i nfluenced by others. 
,J/Ellis Freeman, Social Psychology, Henry Holt and Company, New 
York, 1936, pp . 263-265. 
The 9r0p" gandist is rarely , if eve· , mi d a grov. of 
eo le whi ch is enthus ' ast ic or eager t o rece i ve li s ~essage . 
Many f these people may possess orninant a.tt i t udes whi ch 
t en to conflict with the des i red integr~ticn. When the 
tensions engende r ed by these att itudes are strong , the propa-
f::c.n ist cannot run the r i sk f ti i sregardi ng them . And he nc e . 
,I 
the intent i na propagandi ~t usu ll retalia tes th ough di ect 1 
at t ck . In thi s i nstance , the prcpaRandi st endeavors to change 
r estro exist i ng attitudes through a process of negative 
sup:gest ion. 1 
Illustrations of thi s pr opagandi st i c techni que abound in 
every - day l i fe . For example , t he newspaper advert i sements f or 
Lucky St i k cigarettes of ten cas t aspersions , in a subtle 
f ashi on, against t he manuf ,.. cturing proce s ses used by other 
ci gar et t e companies . By s tress ing t hat 11 Luckies 11 are made 
bet t er. these ads attempt to modi fy Ol~ cha nge t he direct i on of 
the pr opagandee 's attitudes towards the bra.nd of cigaret t e s 
which he is currently using . I n thi th ' b . II ay , e consumer s uy1n 
I 
habi 'ts are constantly un er the f ire of a vert ising r a ~anda . 
I 
A ne ati v i s t ic approach is not a aye f r uitful , hovrev e r . 
'2.'hi s is probably due to the fact that l1et'lple 1 ' ·~e to anch r 
'I 
themGe v~ s to f ixed stereotypes . and he_nce tend tc resist any 1 
'I 
iciea whi ch challenges theLr:- me ntal composure . 
A · uick lance at any ne •.fspaper :)1" me gc:1. zine will show 
the.,t m. s t :propagandi s t :pre f e r to use · m re i_) . sitive approach i n 
the -' r .)ro .. aeanda ; whene-ve l" such an ap roach is feasib le . 
14 4 . 
Through positive suggest i on, the propagandist attempts to 
deve·lop new stereotypes and new attitudes which will have 
sufficient tension to overwhelm the conflicting attitudes. 
Many cigarette manufacturers have seemed prone towards using 
this type of attack. Hence, they prudently ignore the spiels 
and sales talks of their competitors and choose to stress the 
virtues which they ascribe to their own products. 1 
More tha n anything else, the propagandist must know when 
to i gnite his campaign of counter-propaganda. Frequently, the 
public relat i ons man misjudges the efficacy of his opponents' 
work in building up re l ated attitudes of a conflicting nature. 
The propagandi st who has not properly evaluated his position 
may find that his self-confidence has been erected upon a 
foundati on of clay. 
Even today, our current hysteria against Communi sm, a 
hysteria which, to be sure, is understandable, may blind us 
to the point that the people of the United States will under-
estimate the influence of other dangerous f orces like :B'ascism. 
Clee.rly, a keen awareness of the proper time and place to 
propagandize is all important to a c l ear-headed use of propa-
ganda. 
Pe rsuasi on . -- Up to now, di scuss i on has dwelled upon 
propaganda ' s relationship to groups of individuals . In fac t, 
it has become almost common-plac e to thi nk of propaganda 
!/Ibid., pp . 144-146. 
' I  
in terms of a mass phenomenon which involves great throngs of 
people . This is not always true, however. The popular miscon-
ception tbat propaganda is always concerned with mass media 
can be easily understood in view of the f ar -reaching web of 
propaganda which permeates modern society. 
Actually, propaganda can influence one person or a small 
group . This particular aspect of propaganda is known as 
persuasion in that it involves direct contact in a face-to-
face situation unlike most propaganda which is more i mpersonal 
in technique. 1 
'l'he tactics employed in regular propaganda are adapted to 
no one specifi c individual. But in the case of persuasion , 
the strategy is directed t owards the individual in order that 
the propagandist may establish "control." Clearly, this 
technique possesses marked advantages, since the persuasionist 
can actively part icipate in the give-and-take of direct 
discussion. Unhampered by the limitations of mass media in 
this respect , the idea sa.lesman can shift his tactics to meet 
the exigencies of the moment . 
In addition to this, the propagandist will utilize 
suggestion in conjunction with other psychological approaches 
2 
as means of achieving his purpose . Clearly, the propagandist 
holds many 11 aces 11 in the game of propaganda, since he can 
1/Ibid. • p. 14?. 
~Bruce L . Smith, Harold D. Lasswe ll, and Ralph D. Casey, 
Propaganda, Communication, and Public Opinion, Princeton 
University Press, Princeton, 1946, p. 121. 
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better calculate the c urse of acti n which he must take in 
thP, sprec ding of ideas . 
Persuas ion i s a v aluable t~ol i n the hands of the skilled 
pr agandi s t. F r exam .. le, at an i m1')0r Ga:1t ;noment, the 
.c-an ist .taa:u- set uo a v i s-a-vis c ntact wi th those Hho 
.,._, 'J .. - -
I 
been ~ er.~. ps 11 art i al ., 11 in luenced th:rough the 1HI'.lsl ·" - annt;..:.~ 
,I 
f ... -:r.· · r_~r, ,--.;e..n . a . lYlore inti.nate contact m-Y i · e ~."v7a an~ unde- ... rable 
c ")U ts e.n. 'h r i nl!, ab'">u'· ·he desired i ntee:rat i~""~ Yl ':">f att "'tud.efl . · ~ 
,, 
us"'· tcnl)t:'ler exampl e, ,. s cia. cause may have ~·r ide a··)pea 
'! 
a::nf')ngthe ranks f the people and yet exert little influence I 
u)on the ac tion of leq;islators vrho a.re i n a l{ey P"'Si ti ~""~n to 
effect thi s hypothetical refor1n. I n c rder t Et ch e<tre his 
I Con re ssraen and 
Sen to:J.•s . And vrho has n t heard of the abbyista an pre . aure 
:1:t"-:> p representat i ve '!ht:l urk i n the corridors a nd offic es . fl 
ur nat ion ' s Cap i tol in n a tt e:!lpt to per sue. de , r g_ vern:nental 
off .. cera ? Cle r y, !.:>ersuas i on is an imp rtant tec'h.niqu. :i.n 
tb.e fine !: rt · f ~)ro ae;and.a. 
3. 0 ther P sychol. ~i cal Princip ea 
P reR+, i r!e . -- ·h prl"'l 2 gr·n ; st '>ften ;n- kes ;)e ple ;"l.ljre 
suggestive b y ar uains a au mi sa v~ attitude. ~hie i s uaua lJ 
ffE'!cte-1 b~r cloa dn~ the . )r·. paa;andist ic messaB;e \Vith Em air o£
1 respectoc · i t y , n. ;are8t1::re . And the · sage r~f .. b j ects an · 
P rs ns 'l"'ith ~) . itiYe SI')C i a l va. .ues .·L ::J .;,..,.,.,......, t ff · 1 
_ c . ""· ".L' """ • ~re · e .ec :lYe 
technique for gaining res:pect. 1 In the case of objects, the 
American flag offers a good example of this :principle at 
work. The very appearance of the Stars and Stripes upon the 
platform of any meeting will assist in disspelling resistance 
from the minds of prospective propagandees and thus make them 
more likely to accept a one-sided message. 
On the other hand, the propagandist frequently enlists 
the support of prominent persons with prestige. This is a 
particularly good technique in that a favorable, submissive 
att1tude can usually be elicited among the ranks of the 
propagandees. And feelings of goodwill towards the organiza-
tion can usually be expected,when such tactics are used. An 
example of this is the political 11 front" organization which 
dupes unsuspecting luminaries into membership and later 
capitalizes upon such planning by using the names of these 
? 
personalitie s as draws fnr popular support.-
Other groups have also employed such propa gandistic 
techniques. For example, United World Federalists Incorporated 
has always stressed the fact that people like Cornelia Otis 
Skinner , Oscar Harnmerstein II, and Supr eme Court Justice 
William 0. Douglas have actively lent support to this movement 
for a strong, world federation. 
But the people of America have perhaps become "hardened" 
i/Edri ta Fried, ''Technique s of Persuasion," Propaganda ~ 
Short VTave, H. B. Childs and J . B. Whitton, etis., Princeton 
University Press, Princ•ton, 1942 , pp . 261-301. 
g/ Leonard W. Doob, Public O· inio2 . . §:.B9:. Pronaganda , p:p . 214-
216. . 
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~icA 1 :'") ... r ~ ch , s i nce thi s method hets be 
use: t . innisc r iMinate~ and t . oxten. iv. y by b th 
c · Y ,:!.'tisers £11· .._),., i ti cians . I n the f r 1ner case , f ev pe~ .. e hf'.VA 
n t !lear tl1e tef'+; ~.~l'l nia 1 s f m, .... t')n pic::: ture stars n f e.;ne 
e el'' ,ain 
f C(' met c . r a ::>Rrticu ar -:.:in( o f r2z r a .e , ::P ro1;abl' 
::1 st J.1r . s .. . ctive c nsu..'llers ere f u ~' <:.'V are f the f a c t that c-. 
si;::ne ·' t~ t') tr o::-~ ct i s us· a l:l the .. )r i me D.s i s f l' uch ·~ nd~rs P-
t~ ut i . ize the • resti::~e facto r as a neans nf f rv·ar in ... the · 
.{l. t s . l 
TTnive ':3c-.lit.;l, .-- Another prit1Cip e o f ~reat il!ll.) rtr-no.Je t 
the p JCh 1 ':I f propag .n rt • r:3 tha;t of uni ye:csali t~)' • He •e tne 'l 
q 
.. ~:::- . .:.)H£"8 n i st en· av rs :'> r i ve the ' m.:_)re8si n t hat countles I 
ther J.Jer · -,n Hre lenc i ne their su.P.:.'irt t r." Gat se r 1ilOYe:aent 1 
n t 1is instance, t he pro agandiat r e lies U!.J n the Wi q .• I'l 
.. ~ ::1· . .- :-;:-'>11 r:l.E.Xi , "Tl1e1'r"' ' ;;; a f ety i n numbers . " Ann e~ridentl.:,r 
a ~ra~ ~ m~~r ther pe p e are f 11 ~ ~ ng the ' · r. ~ f th~ )~ pe 
~ 
t e ff e-:::t i vo .:.)ropc.[;c.: nda . 
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points out or directs the propagandee along a specific path 
of action .1Thus, propaganda aims at not only a favorable 
integration of attitudes, but attempts to guide the propagandee 
towards a definite goal, as well. Only in the case of 
c oncealed propaganda is there an absence of any direct indi-
cation of a course of action. 
Variation.-- Another principle nf propaganda is that 
which is known as variation. Through the application of this 
principle, the propagandist endeavors to stimulate favorable 
attitudes to the point that action is elicited upon the part 
of the propagandee. 'I'o achieve this end , the content of 
propaganda is varied and changed to insure perception and 
to assist in bringing about sufficient motivation to effect 
action~ This is done by constant repi ti tion and psychological 
reinforcement. For example, a product which uses radio and 
television co~~ercials will change the wording or approach 
of these _com;nercials from time to time. In this way , the 
interest of the propagandee is presumably sustained and the 
possibility of winning popular support is gre~tly increased. 
By repeating the basic message aga i n and again, propagandists 
are oft -times able t':l effect the proper integration of atti-
tude s and thus bring· forth action. 
Distortion.-- One of the most widely-used techniques of 
the propagandiat is that of distortion of facts or "card 
y Leonard vr. Doob' Propaganda' pp. 136-13?. 
~Leonard W. Doob, QE. £11., pp . 3?9-382. 
--::;_ -~- -
:ne:1t 'f f c-.v . r.1)le attitu es . r;1 H.rly , i'f the p ro!) g n i~~t 
a ~nitted all the facts, he vr u c1 fr e::p.lent ., 2" ] iens. ... e 'the su1•-
·:J r v . f. ~c:.ny perst:>·ns . And thus; m~.terials ar'3 !i r earranged." in 
II ' t' II d -:t 1 H thr01.l~h o tright fabr i cation , a 1 :1. ns are a et;. . ence , 
, - st'"l:rt ion , tn.lp.:_::> ress i n ~ anri f abri cation are used by the 
r>r 1;&p;antii t "Thenever their e .TI:pl y::nent c an f urther the achie-v ~ -
ment f his a i m. The 8prea er of idee i s i ntereste1 in buildin g 
only th se at t i tud( s and ster eotypes · rhic h c onform to his v n 
b ueprint o f s:peci f i c at iC~ns . When such i the c se, it i:=~ un-
.ke ~r that attitudes hostile to the des i red integration will 
b e aroused. 
Censor shi_Q.-- Actua ly- , the:re i s:;~ relatinnship :1.ere 
bet 1~een .ir-:t rti n an· censorshi • For in the finr.l anc.l~rs ·e . 
t'-1.e 1!T i thCirr'.'.'r~ _ , f ~ i ;'-';ni f ic"nt -acts is notbi n but another wa:l 
l')f n_i st :rting the truth . Hence , "1-ny censor , Nhe ther he j_s a 
sc· n b ard ad~ini st rat . r r en f ice r . f the • s . De· a 1~t :lent 
f State . i s , in rea li t y , employ i ng the hc:ndmai den of effective 
cen orshi p i s of t - t i mes n~e · ed t i n the ~b j ect ive . 
'j'e~cher s anA_ snh lara probably have es ... e c ial reas~n t 
resent the tanpering r .mE,.nipulat i n of trut h , slt.h ugh th~y 
_ ..nd c ensnr f)r su:r;a:, r e... r:le.t erial at thei r \'m pers'='nal 
i/Prnfe~;r ~ 1 ~f 
~d c2.ti n has p . i nted o t i ectu··es t}'lE' "': the ::'le>t ' r2:t inn8. ve 
f t:'l.e child mus-t a J.wa~re d::e taken -into c nsi-d~T t i '} 1'1 . 
discretion. For example, the social studies teacher may shy 
away from controversi a l areas like religion, politics, sex 
education, or birth control for the simple reason that they 
fear the exertion of hostile pressures by "outside" · groups 
which disapprove of such classroom discussions. 
On the other side of the ledger, it can be stated that a 
certain amount of censorship may be necessary in some instances. 
In the case of students in the secondary schools, pupils may 
not have matured sufficiently tc1 deal with all of the facts 
which pertain to a gi ven controversial issue. In these 
instances, the instructor may be justif ied in vri thholding 
data provided that he does not do so in the attempt to steer 
the pupils towards conclusions previously established by the 
teacher as 11 correct. " But to withhold facts absolutely essen-
tial t~ the understanding of a problem cannot be justified in 
the secondary classroom. Here the teacher would distort fact 
to the extent that one-sided pr(')paganda appears upon the 
scene. And, in the writer ' s estimation, this is not good if we 
are to foster critical thinking upon the part of the students 
in preparation for their responsibi l ities as citizens of a 
democracy. Clearly, the use of cens orship must be tempered 
by good judgement, careful analysis, and a keen appreciation 
of democratic values. At all times, the classroom must be 
1 looked upon as a citadel of democracy • 
.!/National :BJducation Association, Addresses a nd Proceedings , 
11 Report of Commit tee on Pr paf!anda , 11 Edwin Broome , Chmn., 
(June-J u l y 1929), Atlanta -, '}e rgia , 67 : 20 6-207. 
In the case of censorship outside of the schoolroom, a 
good example of this raay be found in war-time propaganda. During 
such t i mes of crisis, govern;:uents carefully restrict and with-
hold information in the interests of national security. 1 And, 
hen necessary, censorship is accompanied by "card stacking11 
and the outright distortion of facta. Herr Goebbels and his 
wholesale sacrifice of truth upon the altar of expediency have 
become a~ost symbolic of war-time propaganda of the most insi-
dious type. 
Although many people are repelled by the maliciousness of 
the prnpaganda disseminated by propagandists like Goebbels, 
it should be remembered that the sincere orator who intuitively 
feels that he is offering much of value to his listeners ro.ay 
differ only in degree from the shrewd p~blic relations man who 
purposefully spreads a wake of lies. Both may be employing 
censorship and distortion, whether intentionally or unintention-
ally, and hence, in the final analysis, both may be far afield 
from the truth. Feelings of allegiance are more easily directed 
towards the devout speaker rather than the professional propa-
gandiat, but the line of demarcation which distinguishes 
"honorable 11 propaganda from dishonest propaganda is indeed a 
hazy one that is difficult to identify. 
Primacy.-- There is still another psychological principle 
in the psychology of propaganda which is frequently employed as 
as a means of reducing the area of unpredictability. This 
i/Elmer Davi s , "OWI Has a Job, 11 ~ic Opinion Q,uarterly, 1943, 
7: 5-14. 
technique is known as the principle of primacy . Here the 
propagandist endeavors to establish the desired integration 
before competing propagandists have an opportunity to imprint 
their ideas onto the minds of propagandees .1 
Psychological evidence shows that an initial stereotype 
has a marked tendency to persiat. 2 Such an attitude does not 
lend itself so readily to the reintegration sought by the 
propagandist . Hence, to achieve his goal , the idea salesman, 
through the application of the primacy principle, attempts to 
make certain that he is the first one to :prora.ote his particu-
lar end. 
A study of totalitari anism du~ing the past two decades 
would probably indicate that the early indoctrination of youth 
is of great consequence and value to the promulgation of a 
political cre ed .3 Fascism and Hazism were convinced that 
children must be thoroughly trained and "educated" before they 
have had the psychological opportunity to think for themselves. 
In other countries, with the exception of the Soviet 
Union, children are t;baptized 11 in the waters of unintentional 
propaganda . Although a process of indoctrination is probably 
always in operation, the differences between the propaganda of 
a dictatorial regime and the propaganda of other f orms of 
government are perhaps a matter of quantitative degree rather 
1/Leonard W. Doob, Propaganda, p. 139. 
gjib i d • ' p • 14 0 . ~erick c. Bartlett, Political Propaganda , Camb ridge Uni-
versity Press, Cambridge, 1940, pp. 38-39. 
than intrinsic qualitative character. 
The principle of primacy is very much engrained in the 
fabric of everyday life in a complex, industrial society. A 
good example of this principle at work in the business world 
of the United States today is the familiar case of the adver-
tiser who attempts t0 foster a preference for his particule.r 
product among the ranks of the 11 younger set." Cereal manufac-
turers and other producers well illustrate the principle of 
primacy through their repeated attempts to cultivate the 
friendship of youthful consQmers via special radio and tele -
vision programs which are designed to attract the interest of 
school boys and school girls. Thus, Space Patrol, ~ 
Armstrong: the ill-American Boy, Howdy Doody , and a host of 
other shows have built up tremendous juvenile audiences and 
have presumably effected skyrocketing increases in the sales 
of their respective sponsors. 
It can probably be assumed that children possess fewer 
att itudes t han adults, and, therefore, tend t o be more credu-
lous. It can also be assumed that little 11 tots" rarely appre-
ciate the fundamental aim of the propagandist or advertiser, 
even though they may eventually come to know the name of a 
product and possibly realize that the manufacturer desires 
that they use that product. 1 I t is very unlikely , however , 
that children will comprehend the full significance of the 
commercial transaction involved in this example of manufac-
turer-consumer relations. And thus, moat propaganda and 
1/Leonard w. Doob, QE. cit., p . 140. 
advert ising among the ranks of childre n will b e pre sent ed 
p sychological ly in either concealed or delayed-revea led form.l 
Some manufact ·tirers give pr eilli ums to the "kindies 11 in 
r e t urn for coupons and box- tops. Thes e premiums cover a 
wide range of items from coloring books and hand puppe t s to 
model airplanes and so-ca lled 11 supersonic 11 finger rings. In 
this way, the propagandist endeavors t o touch off related 
attitudes which will ultimately result in the purchase of the 
ma nufacturer's produc t . Although the premium may be the 
bas i c motivating factor which engenders the initial sale, use 
of the product may develop a favorable attitude t owards it. 
And such a t t itudes may be carried over into l a ter life. The 
par ent s , in continually buying products which their children 
desire, may also become devoted customers. 2 
The principle of primacy is not restricted to comraercia l 
advertising alone, since propagandists often attempt to influ-
e nce young minds in areas which include the school curriculum. 
For example, the American Legion, the Ve terans of Foreign Vars, 
the Daughters of the American Revolution, and the United 
Daughters of the Confederacy are excellent examples of vocal 
groups in the United States which have sought to control t hat 
wh ich i s taught in the schools . These organizations hav e consis-
tent y a dvoc a ted a peculiar brand of chauvinism ancl super-
nationalis~ ... . · They have demon>::t:t·a ted what the writer believes to 
be an extreme ly conservative, a~ost reactionary social and 
nz:: .· '~ · q. JII 
!/Ibi _., p . 140. 
~old E. Burtt, The PsycholoSY Q! Advertisin~, Houghton Mifflin 
and Gompany, Boston, 1938, pp. 158-16?. 
11rA s• re .. r() 1~ s. An 
inc _· i ng the nature 
.. rr;e.nize inter·ests "'re ful:~r c.:.'li.e.re ~f the 
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kinds of propaganda which are used by propagandists. 
The terms and labels adopted by this chapter should not 
be regarded as an absolute typology that must be employed 
arbitrarily in any discussion on the psychology of propaganda. 
Clearly, there are peripheral areas where many of the prin-
ciples enumerated tend to overlap one another. But the writer 
is convinced that a predetermined typology will eliminate the 
semantic difficulties ¥'Jhich often arise when an area like 
propaganda is being discussed . The terms used by the writer 
are terms which are employed by experts in the psychology of 
propaganda. And hence, a knowledge of them will help to 
foster a better understanding of propaganda and its techniques. 
Clearly, the considerat ion of psychological principles 
is important to any clear-headed study of propaganda. 
1/For additional material on the psychology of propaganda, see 
}~ dward L. Bernays, ;,The Engi neering of Consent, 11 'l'he Annals, 
(March, 1947), 250: 113-120. 
,&/ B'or information on the kinds of propagandists, see Alfred 
McClung Lee, ~· £!!., pp . 86-108. 
I 
CHAPTER III 
THE SHORTHAND OF PR01)AGANDA 
Symbols.-- As has been determined, propaganda can probab-
ly bes t be understood as a technique of conveying i deas to 
people. Through the skilled use of 11 •••• words , personalities, 
music, drama , pageantry , and other symbo-ls ..... !' l the 
propagandist endeavors to conjure up psychological in~ressions 
II which, in many instances, are aimed at the masses . Such psycho-
logical impressions are often vivid and charged wi th emotional ! 
implicat ions. "These very same impressions may be either 
wholly oz• part ly true; and, in other cases, r:rJE.Y be extremely 
c onfusing or entirely f a l se . 11 2 
There can be l ittle doubt but that the transmission of 
such concepts and ideas in a detailed , highly authoritative 
form would perhaps prove to b e ineffective. The academic is 
shunned by the masse s as r.:1nobbish a11d 11 h igh-hat , 11 and the 
immediate r eactio to ~Juch a presentation i s often one of 
boredom. 
Simplicity and vividness in approach.-- Nevertheless, 
vividness and emotion are usually capable of "triggering off" 
spli-second decisions where objectivity , common sense , and an 
!/Alfred McClung Lee, How to Understand Propaganda, Rinehart 
& Company , New York, 195'2', p . 2. 
g,/Ibid., p . 2. 
!I 
I 
I 
I 
I JntelJ igent de 1a nd ft:>1· accurc.te fact s and discussion are 
1isrec£e de . 1 Clear ly , eff ective pro a p;nn0. s trJ.ves f r 
s i "'J.) licity and v ' vidness coupled with em tional i m act in orddr 
that reason :may be immrtaterl by bl in irr~ t i onali t , . • At al · 
t ' me ~:; , the p r a .p.nd i st i s int ereoted in st i mulat ' ne; t .,se 
J:)cychologica1 rlr ives ;hich ~~re ost i kely to a vance his 
t:>b j ectiYes . 
Dral!lf'. ill :pro:pagr.:.n ft • - - Propaganda also has drE,mat ic 
q_ ali t i es , a. :.:d fr e quentl i ~;:J used as a tool or instl"Ument alit 
1 fo· competition or combat . In 1937, J ames P . Selve..ge of the 
1-:r tiona l Ass ciati n f Manufa c turer s ·u-el illustrated tl i s I 
i 
l~ tter o i nt in his interesting s t teme nt : ''No •1 , more than 
1 eve r b e f or e , stri kes are being won or lost in the newspapers I 
2 . II and over the radio . " Cle.,.rl , the struggle of competing word~~ 
has come to be a n i mportant spect f l ife i n a m de n , indus 1 
tr ' al soci.ety . 
Other aspec ts of propaganda. -- Propaganda has o t her 
d istinct f eatures in t hat it f ten stresses hero ic effort, 
.ss igns guilt, and pled~ea victory . Ringing words and spine-
tingling concept s a r e extensive ly used and their spirit is 
I 
3 ca.ptured in the stylized jargon of slogans and c a tch!'Ophrases . , 
Emotional a 12ec t s __f l?l:Q.E.~gan~ . -- Th . ~ . · 3 8t · vene :. e 
f ~ lat itudes a n1 ~ ~n r ue ex)ress ions in secur ing popular 
spprov<:t l can easily be sho n . 
1/I -' i d • • p ~ 2 . - - - - -- I 
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~s P . Selvage, " J\·rem rc.n• .tno. n C :r...:::1unity P u.blic Infor:::n.at ic'n J')r -
grc Til t ~ 0o;;:ibc t Ra ical ~;en enc i e~3 9. n J.? e G en-i~ t1'll3 (; . nRt ruc} t i iT""I 
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,, 
For example, 'the thundering words of James Otis !'...ave 
lived on since that fateful day when he asserted: "Taxation 
without representation is tyranny." 
And thus , Thomas Paine cried out: "Tyranny, like hell, 
1\ 
is not easi ly conquered; yet we have~. that the harder the ll 
conflict, the more glorious the triumph." l 
Propaganda ~ politics.-- To further illustrate how 
lJ 
propagandists can further causes other than the cause of demo-
cracy through the employment of similar techniques, perhaps 
the words of a would-be Alexander, Benito Mussolini, should be 1 
! 
ceaseless fi ght which we accept with ease , with great courage , 
with the nec essary intrepidity . '·2 
Clearly, these are literally "fighting" words , words 
which the histOl"ical record has shown to be of great moti va-
tional potential. Even today, such terms and concepts have the 1 
power to stir the souls of men to the extent that they oft-time
1
s 
"hitch their wagons" and their futures to the hollow promises 1\ 
I 
of modern Caesars. The past thirty years can well testify to 
the effectiveness of such propaganda in winning the popular 
support of the masses . 
Propaganda £.U.£ comrnercial advertising .-- It is not wise , 
however, to be lulled into a complacent f ee ling that propaganda 
I7~uoted in Ibid., p . 3. 
g/~uoted in~., pp . 3-4. 
lurks only in the shadows of the political arena. In a perhaps 
il 
less colorful fashion, the propagandists rack their brains 11! I 
for new slogans a,nd gi mmi cks to achieve similar -results in 
the world of business.l 
And thus, ears ring and eyes smart from the never-ceasing' 
stream of ';selling words" whi ch abound in a highly industrial-il 
ized society . 
Again and again, can be heard the familiar themes: 
"You can be~ if it's Vfesti nghouse. 11 
"Elgin: the Watch with the Heart that never breaks." 
"Be happy, go Lucky." 
"Ask the man who owns one." 
" Good to the last drop." 
1: 
il 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
These words have potent i al selling power. An~ the skilled I 
use of them by large corporations and advertising agencies II 
can stimulate the movement of goods and satisfy the wants and 
needs of many people. There can be little doubt but that . 
propaganda ie inextricably entwined in the fabric of modern 
. t 2 SOCJ. e y . 
Selling words.-- Buy this; join that; work f or this; 
fight that. All around emerges the ever-growing wave of 
messages . 
Clearly. the emotional heartstrings of American senti-
ment are easily tugged by such familiar terms as Democracy, 
.!/Ibid . , p • 4 • 
:g;see-Harold E. Burtt, Psychology of Advertisi ng Houghton 
Mifflin and Company, New York, 19387 pp. 344-345: 
Communism, Square Deal, New Deal, Fair Deal, Liberty, George 
Vlashington, Capital, Labor , United Nations , CIO, AFL, HAM, 
and 11 Minute Men . " 
On the other hand, the people of England presumably 
react either f avora.bly or unfavorab ly to concepts like 
Monarchy, Anglicanism, Democratic Socialism, Churchill , ~ueen 
Elizabeth, and National Health Service. 
Those who are Russian citizens probably react similarly_ 
when the terms Lenin, Stalin, Bolshevism, and Stakhanovism 
appear upon the scene;• Clearly , these are symbols which 
stimulate posi tive and negative emot ional reactions in majori-
ties . 1 ' 
Converse ly , the:re a re many symbols which eli cit r espons i ve 
chords in minority ~roups. Here may be found ammuni tion fo r 
the agi tator who plays upon upon the woes and frust rations of 
the oppress ed, the inadequate, and the distressed. 
Such a propagandist frequently uses the catch-words of 
poli t i cal extremists, both right and left, that is, Communists, 
Nazis, and Fascists. Scapegoats are usuall y set up by the 
propagandist t o attract the libidinous aggression of those 
are disturbed . And thus, Catholics or J ews , Management or 
I 
who 
Labor. Communists or Fascists b ecome symbols of i niquity, the 
targets of attack. 
Omnibus words.-~ Clearly , catch- phrases and slogans can 
be r efe r red to as omnibus wor ds , t hat is, words which have no 
s ingle , carefully defi ned meanings . Omnibus words carry vague 
1/Alfred ~cClung Lee,~· £ii.,pp.5-6 . 
I 
,, 
meanings of a broad, general nature. Thus, they are words 
.I 
which mean 11 all things to all men," since every group ascribes l 
a different meaning to verbal expressions of this kind . 1 
For example, George \'!ashington and Thomas Jefferson 
would probably view with mixed feelings of chagrin and amaze- ' 
ment the many caricatures bearing their names which propagan-
diets are prone to use. And even a word like Democracy can be 
·. , 
identified with a number of concepts which range from mob 
rule to the Soviet conception of a "people's democracy." 
The same can also be said for other symbolic phenomena. 
In the case of music, the martial strains of the Marsielles· 
perl1...aps cause most Frenchmen to walk a little straighter. And 
the Stars-and-Stripes waving in a brisk breeze is a source of 
inspiration to those who believe in America. But these very 
same symbols will probably be negatively received by persons 
who declare their allegiance to the Union of Soviet Socia~ist 
Republics. Clearly, all these plus a myriad of other symbols 
as expressed in motion pictures, television, and pageantry I 
are of grave significance to the shrewd propagandist in his 
attempts to control public opinion. 2 1! 
The use of such a shorthand for the transmission of ideas l 
to large numbers of people makes possible mass action in the 
arenas of business and politics. Clearly, the utilization of 
mass media is an effective way to ring up higher_ sales upon 
i7Ibid., pp. 5-6. 
~ard w. Doob, Public Opinion~ Propaganda, Henry Holt 
and Company, New York, 1948, pp. 414-415. · 
Also see "Aesop Glim, 11 lli2.!!, Advertising .!..:'!. Written ~ ~. 
McGraw-Hill Company_, Ne~ York, 1945 L:p~5. 
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the cash registers of business and to draw more votes at the 
polls . Irrespective of the virtues of a particular political 
candidate or a particular brand of perfume, of a reform for 
11 good government 11 or a religious belief, most people are 
greatly influenced in their judgement of these things through 1 
tl 
the "thunder" of emotionally charged words and other symbols .111 
Another aspect £! omnibus words.-- It must be remembered 
that omnibus symbols also tend to be dogmatic , that is, they 
emphasize the justice and i~ustice of ideas and institutions ·'I 
It 
Thus, such words , in effect, become "virtue" and 
labels. 2 
11 name-calling•1 
Omnibus words and ~ propagandee.-- The broad, rough 
conceptions which are absorbed by the propagandee frequently 
prove to be of great significance in the fo rmulation of his 
I 
' 
decisi ons. Since few persons have adequate patience and oppor- 1' 
tuni ty to form more acc,urate impressions through the critical 
media of fact and delibel·ation, it is probable that a greater 
I degree of truth can be broug.ht forth in the forum of democracy 'I 
where there exists a competitive , give-and-take of ideas. Ylhen , 
discuss i on and clear-headed thought b ecc e limited and circum- 1 
scribed by orthodoxy, too many impressions ren~in untried and 
uncertain . It is here where propaganda has the greatest likli- !I 
hood of being successful. And it is here whereemotionally 
tinged omnibus words run roughshod over reason and careful 
investigation. 
ysee Alfred McClung Lee and Elizabeth Briant Lee (ed.), !rut 
~~ £!Propaganda, Harcourt Brace and Company, New York,l939. 
~ . Alfred McClung Lee, £2• £!!., p. 9. 
CHAPTER IV 
PROPAGANDA ANALYSIS 
~ ~ 12£ propaganq~ analysi~ . - - The editor of the 
Bloomington (Illinois) Daily Pantagraph pointed to a sound, 
middle -of-the road philosophy for , the consumer of propaganda 
when he wrote that: " •••• it is not propaganda that should 
worry us, but (rather) our individual response to it. 11 1 
Propaganda is not necessarily all lies. Propaganda may be ' 
the simple, unadulterated truth. Or, on the other hand, 
propaganda may serve selfish, unscrupulous interests. And 
therefore it may be either safe or dangerous. 
The thing that should concern the so-called "man in the 
street" is the way in which he allows himself to react to 
propaganda . And clearly no man can escape the never-ending 
li 
stream of special-interest messages which has apparently become 
I 
an integral part of life in a modern, industrial society·. 
There can be but li t.tle doubt but that the average person has 
a definite need to understand the symbols and techniques that 
are used by the propagandist to stimulate mass action. l'he 
very fact that people's emotions become roused to the point 
that they delude themselves into believing that they have 
"fought somebody else 's war 11 or purchased merchandise which 
they "really didn't want 11 would seem to indicate that the mass 
man has need of enlightenment. And the present writer is 
1/ Quoted in Henry McClung Lee, How to Understand Propaganda Henry Hol· 
and Companw, New York, 1952, p.~.-- ' 
convinced that the study ·of propaganda analysis in the secondary 
schools is a sensible first step towards the development of a. 
thinking citizenry which is capable of shouldering its r espon-
s ibiliti e s in a democracy. 
A middle-of-the-~ apRroach to propaganda.- - A sound, 
middle-of-the - road approach to the understanding of l)ropaganda 
is l)ne in which the student i s neither credulous nor negativ-
istic. neither starry-eyed nor cynical. Ii;any attempts have been 
made in educational circles to work out techni~ues of propaganda 
ane~lysis for the . guidance of those who choose to meet the 
challenge of intelligent th:Lnking which confronts all who 1 . I 1ve 
i n mass societies. 
Prodigious workers in the field like Harold D. Lasswell 
have devel~ped systematic plans for the analysi s of propaganda 11 
in a refined and quantitative manner . 1But since almost everyone 
has an aversion towards numbers and their mathemati cal manipu-
lation, the contributions of such a technique of analysis have 
been limited, at least in the case of the average citizen. 
khe Institute for Propaganda Analysis produced a less 
s0phisti cated technique of analys is which analyzed propaganda 
in terms _of seven devices which it sometimes referred to as 
I 
the 11 ABC t s of Propaganda Analys is. 11 ~ach dev · .ce was represente1 
by a visual symbol, which like the title of the device it sel.'f, I 
1/Leonard W. J5oob, Public Opinion 2ri& Propa~~da, Henry Holt and 
Company, ~Tew York, 1948, pp. 2 89-290. m • • "' •• ~ 
Also see Harold D. J..JaS SYle ll, Pro;pagan~ 1 ech%l19U~ ~n ill •lo:c J.d 1 
War Al.f:red A. Knopf, Inc., New York, 1927. 
gjAifred k:cClung Lee a nd }~ lizabeth ll riant Lee ( eds.), The :B' ine 
~ of l'ropaganda, Harcourt brace and Company, 1939, pp. 23-24. 
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The study of :p ropaganda symbols.-- In the case of con-
tent analysis, however , much att ention must be devoted to the 
study of the symbolic devices which constitute the major 
weapons of the propagandist. It can probably be said that the 11 
exa>nina tion of symbols is to the propagandist what the inspec-
tion of a person's blood pressure is to the doctor . The doctt:lr 
treats heart beat and blood count as indices of the metabolism 1 
of the body. And similarly, he who analyzes propaganda should 
regard pr()pagandistic symbols as symptoms or mirrors which 
r eflect complex social situations. And thus, the skilled 
propaganda analyst can we ll be referred to as a trouble shooter 
of social problems , one who can analyze the motives behind the 1 
words of competing propagandists. In v i ew of the all-pervasive 
qualit ies of propaganda in this, the twentieth century, clear -
headed analysis is essential to effective livi ng in a democra-
tic society . 
The consumer analyst . -- The present writer believes that 
the average person does not require a h ighly technical l<:now-
ledge in the skills of prepaganda analys i s. Some aspects of 
propaganda are extre;a.ely complex and require a thorough under-
standing of social psychology to be adequate ly coped with.l 
.I 
But in the wr iter's op inion , this does not create an insurmount-
able p roblem. The writer is convinced that the study of 1)ropa-
ganda analysis in the secondary schools can provi de the average 
person wi th enough of a grasp of propaganda analys i s to help 
YAlfred McC l ung Lee, 2.:2. · c i t. j p . 26. 
him in his role as citizen of a democracy. Thus, the "man in 
the street" can develop a somewhat more critical atti t ttde 
towards the propaganda which seeks to control him . 
Social chanse and the growth of ;eropagandc:.-- At this 
!I point, the question may be aslced why propaganda has come to 
be of such importance to the fabric of social relations and I 
why there has developed an increasing need for critical 
analysis as an antidote to the never-ceasing wave of propa-
gandistic messages . 
The answer is social chang~. 
World V!ar I probably did more than anything else to 
center the spotl~ght of attention upon the possibilities of 
opinion-control. 1 It is true that for many centuries politi-
' cc:.l and social leaders were aware of the importance of propa-
'' ganda. For example, Samuel Adams in this country fully under- ; 
stood its implications, as is evinced by his interesting 
political career . But VTorld War I · and the propaganda acti vi-
1
: 
ties of both the Allied and Central Powers clearly demon-
strated the tremendous possibilities of this weapon as an 
instrument &lity of political and social control. It was during 
thos e years of war that the art of twentieth century propa-
ganda was born, at l~ast in the writer's opinion. 
Nevertheless, it is conceded that other factors bave 
also helped precipitate the growth of propaganda. Of great 
1/Elmer Ellis, }~ di tor, 1i:; ducation Against Pro;eaganda, Seventh 
Yearbo ok, The National Council for Social Studies, 1937, p.2. 
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More than this, the development of more effici ent tecr1-
niques of communication has been a.cc0mpanied by widespread 
economic transformations. Of these, one of the most signi fican~ 
is the rapid growth of large-scale production. Thus, there 
has evolved an ever-expanding stream of vigorous attempts to 
sell products. Clearly, m2.ss production requi r es mass c nsu.'!Jl)tion . 
And hence, c0ramercial advertising has mushroomed to tremen-
dous proportions.l The methods and techniques of such adver-
tisers has proven to be so effective that churches, profession-
al, economic, political, and special-interest groups of all 
kinds have borrowed from them. 
Clearly, the causative chain of events is certainly an 
extended one which offers a r easonable explanat i on of the 
great propaganda arena that has circ~mscribed modern society. 
Never before has there been such a volume of propaganda. And 
II 
never before has there bee n such stress upon the understanding ' 
of mas s psychology . As a result, the number of progandas which 
bombard the individual have multiplied in number. New doc-
trines and ideologies, which in the past could not be brought 
before the public except by a gradual process of percolation, 
can now be disseminated easily through mass media . And 
p ressure groups actively take part in the struggle to control 1 
public opinion through application of the principles of social 
psychology .. 
y see H. K. Hixon, Princi;Pies .£!Advertising, McGraw- Hill 
Company, New York, 1937. II 
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studies teacher should keep on file materials pertaining to 
the teaching of propaganda analysis. Professor Edgar :B . 
Wesley , eminent scholar in the area of the social studies, 
would seem to back up this opinion of the present writer in 
ll his statement " •••• the social studies teacher will do well 
,, 
to work up an outline and have some handy references for a 
on propaganda . " l Clearly, propaganda analysis is still of 
importance to the teaching profession. 
un'it 
Propag~ analysis r eaches !1! zenith.-- Propaganda 
analysis reached its high point during the period 1937-1941 
amid the tensions and anxieties of World War II. In Octo"oer 
1937, Edward A. Filene, a liberal Boston philanthropist, 
fathered the establishment of the Institute for Propaganda 
Analysis which aimed at developing a sensible technique for 
the dissection of propaganda . It is interesting to note 
:I 
II 
'I 
jl 
II I 
II 
ll 
that the Institute disappeared shortly after the United States 
entered the War. 11 ! 
By that time, there was pressure from good friend s and 1! 
former supporters of the Institute who became convinced that 1
1 
'I 
since the Institute could not be partisan in its analyses of 
li propaganda, contributions of a more positive nature could be 1 
rendered to the United States elsewhere. In other words, II 
II l)eople became very much concerned with the problem of winning :1 
the War and hence, were less prone to criticize the reams of 
propaganda which were ground out by the grist-mill of Allied 
f/Edgar Bruce We sley, Teaching~ Social Studies, D. C. Heath 
and Company, Boston, 1942, pp. 52-53. 
53 
''psychological -warfare 11 experts .1 
During the brief existence of the Institute, much was 
done, however, to educate the public in the ways of effective' 
propaganda. Suscribers received a monthly bulletin which 
analyzed a contemporary campaign of propaganda such as 11 Mra 
Roose"l!elt 's Foreign Policy 11 or "War Aims in 'flar Propaganda." 
Coui·ses on lJropaganda analysis were organized, especially in ,1 
the secondary schools. ry: eachers were supplied with a manua l 
which outlined a method for the analysis of propaganda. And, 
for a while, a spealcers' bureau was maintained for adult 
groups which were interested in the study of propaganda. 2 
But the outbreak of ar and the loss of financial support 
fi nally had their ~ffect. ~he Institute ceased to exist. 
' ]~ ffect s Q.U education . -- Yet even though this organization 
has ceased to function; the impact which it made upon teaching 
I 
methods and social studies curricula has persisted. Materials · 
I 
produced by the Institute are often reprinted in high school, lj 
college, and adult education textbooks. 3 And even today, I 
forward-looking educationa l systems still offer units on the 
study of propaganda analysis . 1 
I, 
The attack~~ t eachin6 of ~ropa&anda analysis.-- But 
• I propaganda analysis has never been fully accepted as an 1mpori 
tant aspect of sound educational t r aining. As Arthur T. H.obb~ 
!/He nry McClung Lee, .Q.E.~ cit., p. 27. 
2/Leona:rd 'li . Doob, .£.£• £11., p . 285. See 'Propaganda Analysis 
Illustrat ed, 11 I. I.J . Kandel, School and Socie~ (March 19, 1938), 
47: 375 • 
.:2./Henry }icC lung Lee, Q.J2.. cit., p. 27. 
editor o f the daily nev;spaper publishers' trade :paper, Editor, 
I 
and Publi sher observed. in October, 1947 a t the outset of 1 
the I nst itute for Propaganda Analysis' work : i ••••• propaganda I, 
analysts are likely to step on the exposed and tender toes 
o f pr0pagandists. "1 And certainly, there is much. truth to 
this observat ion. 
But more important than the objections o f those who I 
oppose p ropaganda analysis because of possHlle embarrassment !\ 
are the c r iticisms directed by other writers who contend that \ 
the study of propaganda breeds cynicism and disillusionment~ ! 
Professor :Bruce Lannes Smith of l~-ew York Univers ity has 
asserted : 11 I have rcyself attempted to t each propaganda analy- 'ti 
sis, and have tall-ced with other teachers who have tried. I 
II 
Although we nave not sampled the field statistically. we all 
I 
seem to f eel that an extremely high .••• degree of cynic ism r 
deve lo;>s , especially among ad ole see nt s •••• • 2 Clear 1¥ , Smith I, 
takes· issue with the teaching of propaganda analysis, at least 
I! 
II 
lj 
wi th the methods with which he was then acquainted. 
Shirley A. Star, co-author of an important study of the II 
armed forces, contended as re cently as 1949 that propaganda 
analys is grew out of "the re-evaluation which followed the 
Fi rs t World War, .••• a debunking process which challenged 
the worth-whi leness of the most recent major cause to which 
II 
II 
II 
tAmericar .. s) had given their allegiance. 11 3 Thus, people came 
i/ ~uoted in Ibid. , p . 28 . i 
gj :Bruc e Lannes Smith, "Propaganda Analysis and the Sc i ence of 
Democracy, '' Public Opinion Q.uarterlY; , 1941, 5: 250, 259. 
2/Shirley A . Star e t . al., The Amer ican Soldier , Princeton Uni-
versity Press , Princeton, 1949, P a 437 . 
to believe that propaganda i s a kind of t rickery which 
attempts to take advantage of those who are naive and unsus- ll 
pecting~ The product was a certain bitterness and cynicism. r 
It is highly possible, ho'lliever, that cynicism does not \\ 
necessarily mean a "bury-your-head-in-the-sand" outlook. Y.'hat 1 
is sometimes called cynicism merely means the wi ping away of ,I 
illusions. And by seeing things in a fresh, more realistic way1, 
I 
people m.ay · be better capable of achieving happiness. As Rever-
end Samuel H. Shoemaker once pointed out, 
I' 
11 
..... disillusionment1 
lj 
is v1hat ••.• makes great prophets and reformers." l 
Perhaps the most noisy opponents of the study of propa-
ganda analysis are those people who desire orthodoxy and 
there are many of them. Groups and persons of established 
social prestige have good r eason to resent the questioning 
attitude of the propaganda analyst who attempts to determine 
the truth or falsity of ideas. Conditions have progressed 
to the extent that " •••• teachers find safety not in orthodox 
ideas-for they will never know surely just which ideas are 
orthodox-but in no ideas •••• 11 2 Henry Steele Gommager, the 
eminent historian who wrote these penetrating words, has per-
haps pointed out the growth of what the philosopher, Ortega y 
Gasset has ter::ned the 11 mass man." Clearly , the suppression of 
critical thinking is a serious development which can endanger 
the very foundations of democracy. The writer is convinced 
that propaganda analysis and its study can help develop the 
i/~uoted in Henry McClung Lee, £2· £!!., p. 29 . 
g;/Henry Steele Connnager, "The Heal Danger-J!'ear of Ideas, "New 
York Ti mes llliagazine , (June 26), 1949. 
!\ 
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Understand in££,.-- A student who has studied Propaganda 
An2.lysis should have increased understanding of: 
1 . the i mportanc e of propaganda as a means of social 
control . 
2 . the devices and techniques used by the pro f essional 
p ropagandist 
3. the significance of mass media as a propagandistic 
tool in a highly industria.lized society. 
4 . ways in which the p:ropagandee can resi st the sugar-
coated words of the propagandi st. 
5 . psychological principles which underlie the use of 
propaganda symbols . 
6. the dangers of emotion v1hen clear thinking is requi re Q.. 
'I 
Skills . -- A student who has studied Propaganda Analysis 
should have increased skills in: 
1 . the use of the historical method i n estimating the 
validity of wr it ten materials . 
2. the ability to distinguish between reliable and un• 
reliable sources of inforn~tion. 
3. the ability t o distinguish between statements of fact 
and statements of opinion. 
4. the ability to analyze a given piece of propaganda 
and determine the propagandi st ic devices which are 
used in that li te!'ature. 
5. the ability to develop reports which objectively 
consider all aspects of a prob lem. 
6 . the ability to interpret ann use information gained 
in reading in an unbiased , well-balanced f ashion . 
7. the ability to express one ' s self flue ntly in the 
discus~ion of i mportant social problems . 
8. the ability to deterliline the biases c...nd prejudices of 
writers and speakers. 
9. th.e ab ili ty to i nter'pret c:b..arts a.ml tables which are 
:pertinent to the study of propaganda. 
6.2 
10. the qbility to understand the psychological 
implice-tions of any propaganda device. 
Attitudes . -- A student who has studied Propaganda 
Analysis should have developed certain attitudes which will 
result in: 
1 . an a·wa reness of the f allac ies i nvolved in much 
commercial advertising. 
2. a more critical attitude towards the meaning of 
words. 
3. a recognition of the dangers of "yellow journc;'J.lism. " 
4 . an s~areness that prejudice and bias are often the 
products of ignorance and misinformation . 
5. an appr eciation of the im.ortance of propaganda in 
the l ife of a complex society . 
fi . an awareness of the need to suspend judgement until-
all the f acts pert inent t o an i ssue are known . 
'I 
:I 
7. an increased sensibility to the reality of propa-
ganda and its eff ect upon individuals and the con~uni,-
ty. :1 
I II 
8 . a respect f or emotional detachedness as a requisite 'I 
f or the clear-headed consideration of any isstte. il 
9 . an awareness of the heritage of every citizen of the 11 
United States. 
lO .a desire to participat e in the solution of grave 
social problems caused by the activities of many 
pressure groups . 
11. the respect of all peoples and races and the eli mina 
tion of prejudice and b ias wi th regard to our fellow .!.
1 citizens. 
12 .a desire to steer a course between cynicism and 
gullibility . 
13 .a willingness to evaluate one ' s own prejudic e s and I 
b i ases. 'I 
14 .a more critical att i tude towal~ds sources of informa - 1, 
tion. 1 
6 .· 
2. Statement of Varied Pupil ActiYities 
Initiatory actiYities.-- The follow i ng activities might 
be employed to i nitiate the study of propaganda: 
1 . Conduct a class discussion on selected editorials , 
news clippings , and advertisements which illustrates 
such propagandi stic devices as name-calli ng , glit-
tering generali ty , and testimonial. 
2 . On the bulletin board arrange news i teras , graphs , 
editorials , and other material wh i ch relates to the 
use of pr opaganda t Give the class an oppo rt uni ty to 
examine them and ask questions . Li st all questions on 
the blackboard . Discuss with class whether these 
problems are important to the ci tizens of a democracy . 
Then, the class may plan the unit . 
;: . • From newspapers or !nagazines , the t ea cher r.IJB..y select j 
edi torials or articles which present di fferent points
1 of v i ew regarding some social issue. Have the class , 
discuss these poi nts of view and attempt to determine': 
the reasons for differences of opi nion between the 
articles under considerat i on . Po i nt out how propa-
gandist i c devices are used to sway the reader ' s 
thinki ng . Th~ class may then plan the uni t . 
4. In preparation for the introduct i on of the new unit , 
ssign the reading of specifi c magazine article or 
newspaper editorial which presents one vi e of an 
i mportant issue . In c l ass, conduct a discus· ion on th~ 
vi ewpoint of the material . At t empt , t hrough discussion, 
to determine in what ways the wri tel' has t ied to 
gai n support f or his cause or ideas . Poi nt out. 02nissi9ns 
of fact VJhich might tend to produce an i naccurate 
picture . Show how the propagandist endeavors to 
bend t he thought of the reader , through the use of th~ 
testimonial device or ot:r1er devices. Discuss whether ' 
it is impor tant f or citizens of a democracy to under- ; 
stand the ways of propaganda . The c l ass may then p l an 
the unit . 11 
'I 5 . Re f er ba ck t o issues Which were dealt wi th in previou~ 
units. Show how an understanding of propaganda and 
i ts symbols can ass i st one in better evaluating social 
problems . Choose an issue previously discussed by the · 
clas s and endeavor to approach this issue as a propa- 'I 
ganda analyst . Recall this issue to the class and 
plan activi ties to explore the problem . 
6. Show a film on propaganda. Have the class i denti f y 
the inwortant points in the fi lm . Discuss the ways 
in which propaganda i nfluences the individual and 
the community. Have the class discuss whether a 
knowledge of propagEmda and its t echnique s can help 
them to be better citizens. Ha ve the class pla n the 
unit. 
7. Take some of the generalizat ions draw at the close 
of the pre ceding unit. List them on the blackboard . 
\\ ,65 
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If poss i ble , use these i deas as an introduction to a 
planning session for a unit ~n propaganda analysis . 
Allow students to discuss the dangers of exaggerated 
generalizations. Show how such gener.alizations are 
often used by propagandist s and those who seek to 
forward a specific cause . Discuss with class whether 
the study of propaganda is essent ial to clear tld nking .. 
Then have the class outline and plan the unit . 
8~ Have the class conduct an infc:cm.al survey on some 
issue of interest to them. Have members of class 
gather dsta from friend s , relatives. and acquaintanc es 
in r es_diness for a discussion on public opinion . Dis- 11 
cuss why people have di fferences of opinion i n many 
areas . Discuss how propagandists may have inf luenced 
such di ff erences of opinion. Have class discuss the 
i mportance of public opinion and the effects exerted 
upon it by propagandisti c sourc es . Have class p lan 
the unit on propaganda analysis. 
9. Eave a general planning session. Allow class to 
determine those points necessary for a good under -
standing of the nature of propaga nda. Group a ll points1 
and questions i nto catego:t' ies whi ch are to be listed 
on the blackboard. Allow students to determine what 
outcomes should r esult from the study of propaganda 
analysis. Have the class decide how certain problems 
wil l be explored . Plan activi ties with class . 
10. In preparation for the introductory c lass, ask 
students to b r ing to school clippings and news items 
which present different views regarding some issue 
already discussed in a preceding unit . Conduct a 
discussion a s to why much of the materia~ brought into, 
the classroom by the pupi ls is propaganda . Di scus s the 
nature of propc:.ganda. Have class discus s why propagan-1 
da is important to them. Have the class plan the u nit 
on propaganda analysis. 
Developmental act iviti~. --
1. For each of the major problems (such as the dev i ces 
• 
,, 
Jt 
I 
of propaganda , the techni que s of propagandists, the ! 
use of mass media , and the psychology of propaganda), . 
committees may investigate possible sources of infor- !I 
mat i on ~ Bibliog:raphies of material can then be formu- !I 
lated by t he students . The mater i al may then be " 
studied by the pupils in preparation f or group reports 
or panel discussions . As the list s of n1ateria.l are being 
compiled, there may be class diScussions on \vays in 1 
which the locat i on of materials can be facilitated . 
2. The class may decide to make a s t udy of conrrnunity 
resources f or the study of propaganda. Li sts of 
pressure groups and or ganized i nter ests can be deve-
loped. And committees can be formed to interview 
prominent busine s smen and poss ibly l~cal politician 
for inf ormation regarding techniques of propaganda . 
Any literature produced by such persons and pressure 
groups can be collected , analyzed for content, and 
reported upon in the classroom .. I 
3. A list of topics pertaining to propaganda a:nalysis 'i 
can be developed by both teacher and pupils in a plan• 
ning session . Topic s are then distriuuted among the 
members of the c lass , each pupil performir1g the 
necessary research in preparation of an oral talk to !I 
be pr esented before the clas s . Discuss ion wi ll fol low :; 
the presentation of each talk~ \ 
4 . A corrnni ttee can be set up which will apply the tech- 11 
nique of propaganda analysis set forth by the Insti tut· 
for Propaganda Analysis to current· edi t o:L'ir .ls in local 
newspapers regarding some issue decided upon by the 1 
committee. Pupils will illustrate in their report how 
various propaganda. devices are used in these edi torial!s 
to curry public favor. : 
I 
I 5. Show a film on propaganda. Have the students identify i 
the major points in the film. Allow the student s · 
to gain further information on these points through 
subsequent readings in periodicals , journa ls, and 
books. Pupils must arrive at their own conclusions. 
And reports will be given orally before the class . 
6. Students may bring to class clippings and news items 
from metropoli t an newspapers which will be subj ected ' 
to analysis by members of the class. 
7. Student s might develop lists of words which they have , 
found to be vague or misleadi ng. Discussion might be 
held on the problem of de f ining many of these over-
used words and expressions. Students vvill be asked 
as to how the use of such terms can further the aims 
of the propagandist. 
8. Pupils may choose to analyze and compare editorials 
on some crucial issue from newspapers of different 
parts of the countr,y on a given day . In this wa 
classroom di scussion can take place, with stress upon ' 
the comparison and analysis of sectional differences 
and prejudices . 
9. Hold a discussion on movies of the past and present. 
Atte.ntion should be centered upon the use of symbols 
in motion pictures and the economic and political 
philosophy which is often transmitted by many films. 
lO.Have a committee report on evidence on evidence of 
· social propaganda in history textbooks. The same can 
also be done fo r textbooks in other areas of the 
studies as well. 
scrapbook of com- ' 
to health, beauty ,tl 
ll.Have members of the class develop a 
mel•c ial advertisements which appeal 
success and chauvini sm. 
:I 
l2 .A conunittee will report on lobbyists and their a.ctivi..!1 
ties. Discussion will then take place in the class- I 
room. 
l3.Allow students to report on conflict experiences in 
their own lives which were decided emotionally. Have 
pupils discuss whether emotional reactions to a 
situation are necessarily effective responses . 
14.The class may want to dramatize a day in the life of 
a public relations man. Students will have to deve l op :1 
a bibliography of materials on pertinent aspects of 
advertising. With teacher assistance . students will 1 
prepare scripts and pres nt skit before class . As a '\ 
stw.mary, they will conclude by discussing the tech- 'I 
niquea of the propagandist and the way such propagan- 1 
da influences them as individuals . 
15 .Prepare a poster on "Propaganda and You." Use data 
gathered by a class committee. and ask suggestions of 
the art teacher regarding layout and appropriate fOl"m. 
I 
16.Have students make a list of "good" symbols like I 
Plymouth Rock, the little red school house, Abraham 
Lincoln's picture, and the United States Consti tution . l 
Discuss in class how such symbols are used in advertise-
ments to lend prestige to · the propagandist i c ntesaage. j 
I 
\ 
' I 
~ 
I 
II 
17. Cons ider in class how acceptance of a fashionable j 
"authority" is often highly que stionable. Find •1 
examples of fashionable authorities like, for example ', 
Helena Rubenstein in the case of cosmetics. Discuss 
in class how testimonials are constantly used in 
modern advertising . 
18. Test statements such as: 11 Try Camels, America ' s Finest 
Cigarette." Have members of the class develop lists 
of such comrnercial 11 plug lines." Discuss and analyze 1 
the tendencies towards over-exaggeration which perme-, 
ate these advertising slogans • . 
19. Write an essay or prepare mat erial for classroom 
discussion on the subject "Modern Advertising and Its 
Appeals." Students may select other topics for indivi-
d1.'1.al oral report with the instructor ' s permission. 
20 . The class may wish to plan a panel , a f orum, or gener'-
al discussion on any aspect of propaganda decided 
upon by the class . 
21 . List the seven devices of propaganda as determined 
by the I nsti tute for Propaganda Analysis . Explain to 
the class how such symbols are used by propagandists 
to attract support. Have lists of these devices 
mi meographed and passed out to members of the class. 1 
Have pupils collect news items and edi tori a ls which 
use ut ili ze such propagandistic devices. Conduct a 
discussion in class on the pupils ' findings. 
22 . Have a committee collect propaganda cartoons and 
develop reports on them. 
23 . 
24 . 
25. 
Have students find advertisements which appeal to~ the' 
senses-- to the eye, ear, and nose. Display such 1 
materials on bulletin board. Di scuss the nature of II 
this type of psychol ogical appeal. 
Ha~ve a committe study the importance of ma.ss media to!, 
modern propaganda . Students may conduct a panel 1 
discussion on the prob l em. 
Ha-ve pupils listen to radio and televison commentators. 
Pupils will analyze the views of such commentat ors ' 
and determine what ' propaganda symbols are being used . 
Reports rray be made in either oral or written form. 
Culminating a.ctivi ties .• --
l. Arrange a f orum on some i mportant social is sue . After 
both sides of the issue r~ve been argued pro and con, 
I . 
I 
students may analyze many of the 
during the course of the program 
arguments presented ~ 
for propaganda. 
2. Invite a journalist or local newspaperman to visit 
the school and speak on the subject of propaganda . 
Allow students to speak: to the visitor and ask 
questions regarding aspects of propaganda which 
interest them especially. 
3. Have the pupils plan and write a series of articles 
fo r the school newspaper or some local newspaper on 
the viewpoints of propaganda which the students have ' 
found to be impo1•tant • 
.t.t. Place an exhibit of the posters and collections of 
material developed by the class in the school library 
or in the local community library. 
5 .• Select one of the dramatizations of the class for 
presentation in the school auditorium or over a 
local radio station . 
6. Arrange a debate on some aspect of the study of 
propaganda .. Have students conduct research in pre-
paring materials . Allow student to select members 
II 
I 
of a board of judges which will analyze the argu-
ments of both teams of speakers. The entire class 
will then discuss the various points brought out by ,\' 
the spea.kers. 
? • Plan a similar program f r presentation at one of thej 
Parent -Teacher Assoc iation meetings. An open f orum 11 
will then be held. 1 
8. From the topics and problems studied by the class, 
select , with the class , those problems which the 
class would like to devote further study and analysis!· 
These may be used as possible initiating activities j 
for the next unit~ I 
II 
I 
3 . Statement of Varied Materials of Ins truction 
Read ing materials ill students .-- The following biblicgrapey 
I 
i s ' 'esented with hesitation. Pupils shou· d develop their own 
list of references to meet the needs of the class 
Bent, Silas , Ballyhoo. The Voice £!. the Press, Boni and 
Liveright, New York:-1935. 
69 
I 
:Brai ne,rd, D. s . and Zeleny, L. D., Problems £.! 9..1!!. Times , 
McGraw-Hill, New York , 1935 . 
Building America , Li ncoln School, Teachers College, Columb ia 
University, ~~c. October 193? . ' 
Capen , L.I. and l~e lchior, D. M., ~Worth .t2 ~World, 
Studi es !,U Citizenship , American Book Company, .New York, 
1934 • 'I 
Cantril, Hadley and All port , Gordon W., The Psychology 2! 
Radio, Harper and Bros ., New York, 1935 . 
Chase, Stuart , 11 The Tyranny of Words, 11 Harper ' s Magazine , 
Nover.rlber 1.93? . 
Consumers Union Reports, Consumers Uni on of United States, 
I nc . , 55 Van am Street , New York City . 
Cr eel , George, li2!£ 'fle Advert ised America; Ha rper and Bros . ,II 
New York, 1920 . 
I 
Dale~ Edgar, ~ iQ. ~ ~ Newspaper , Ohio State Uni versi ty 1, 
Columbus, Ohio, 193? . 
Dura.nty, Walter, I Vl"r i te ~ !. Please, Simon and Schuster, 
Nevr York , 1935 . 
Edmonson , J .B ., Dondeneau , A ., Dixon, W. R ., Civics through 
Problems , The Macmillan Company , Nevv York , 1936 . 
Gavin, R.W. , Gray, R.A • . Groves , E .R ~ , Oul, Q.b~nging Social 
Orde r , D.o C. · · He~th and Company, Boston, 1934 
Gras , E . G. and Gras , M. S .B. , Descript ive Economi cs !2.!, 
Beginners, He nry Ho l t and Company, New York , 1936 . 
Graves, W .B . , Readings 1n. Public Opinion, D • .Appleton and 
Company , New York , 1928 . · 
Halter , Helen, Society in Action , I nor Publishing Company, 
New York, 1936. 
HuberlT.aan, Leo , Mari' s Wor ldly Good a, Harper and Bros ., Hew 
York , 1936 . ~ 
Hughes . R . O., A Textbook_ in C itizenship , Allyn and Ba con, 
New York , 1933. 1\ 
Institute for Propaganda Analysis, monthl y lette rs, begin-
ning October , 1937 . 
Irwin, Will , Pro·paganda ~ ~ ~. Vlhittlesey House , 
1\few York , 1936e 
- ~ -
Lippmann , Walter, Public O·pinion, Harcourt, Brace and c.,:rllJ~'l:r~ , 
New York, 1922. 
Lumley, ]' . E ., ~ Propaganda Menace_, The 0entury Company, 
New York, 1933. 
Lyons , Eugene , !!!, Cover ~ World, Harcourt . B-ra ce nd C l)~ 
:New York, 193?. 
i 
Steffens, Lincoln, AutobiograPhy , Harcourt; Brac e and Company, J 
New York, 193?. 
Reading materials !Qr ~ t eacher.--
Alexanct ... r , Cartel1 , liQ:!. 12, Locate Educational Information and 
~. Bureau of Publications, Teacheru College, Columbia 1 
University, 1935. I 
Counts, George s., ~ lli Schools Build ~ ~ Socia·l Order?~ 
The J ohn Day pamphlets, New York, 1932. ·1 
Dale, Edgar, £!.2!!. .12. Appreciate ]Eotion Pictures, The Macmillan I 
Company, New York, 1933. 
Doob, L~onard W., Propaga~, Henry Holt and Company , 1lew 
York, 1935. 
Gruening, Ernest , ~Public Pays, Vanguard, New York, 1931 
Institute for Propaganda Analysis, monthly letters beginni ng 
October 193?~ 
Kilpatric' , W .H., A Reconst1·ucteq_ TheoJ.""'.i. of the Educe:.ti-., ,3 
Process, Bureau of Pub lications, Teacher s College , 
Columbia University, 1931. 
Leavis, F. R. and Thompson , D., Culture~ Envir~~~nt , ~ 
Traini~ of Critical Awareness , Chatto and Windus , 
London, 1~34. 
JJorge, I r'Ving , Prest ige, Sugp~est,i o n, Attitudes, The J ourna.l of 
Social Psyahology , 1936. 
Odegard, Pe ter, The American Public Illind, Columbia University
1
! 
Press , New York , 1930. 
0 gden. C . K. e.nd Ricb.ards, I .A . , The 1i:eaning of Meaning, Harcourt , 
Brae e , and Company, 192-3 . 
71.. 
Schurr~n, F.L., !~Nazi Dictatorship, Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. , 
Hew York, 1935. 
Se ldes , George, ~ Can't Print ~. Harcourt ~ New York, 
1929. 
Thorndike ~ E .L., ~ Psychology .Q.f. \\'ants, Inte r est s , ~ 
Atti t udes, D. Appleton-Century Company , New York, 1935 . 
Vill ard, 0 . G., ~Newspapers~ Newspape Men,Alfred A . 
-Knopf, Inc., New York, 1923 . 
Films 21! Propaganda.-- The following f i lms are listed in the 
Educational Film Guide, The H, W. Wilson Company , New York . The ' 
Annual Edi t i ona :ill which specific films are l i s t ed are indi cated 1 
I below ¥ 
.rune , 1946 Edition : 
Divide and Conquer , German propaganda, 14 min . 16-sd- l oan 
NY, 1946 , OWI 1942 . 
Does i t Matter What You Think, BIS, 15 min. sd. r ent . 
$2. 00- --
1948 Edi tion : 
Public Opinion,EBF 11 min . sd. rent. $ 2.50 Collaborator 
Harold D. Lasswell. 
1950 Edition: 
Propaganda Techni ques, Coronet 10 min. $45.00. Color 
90.00. 
195~ Edi tion : 
Public Opinion in~ Democracy, Coronet 10 min . $ 50.00 
Color -100. 00. -
The War for !¥Ie n' s M~.nd f?, German propaganda, Brandon 21 
mrn.--rent7 $ 5.00 
In t he .American Tradition. Speeches by J efferson, IJi ncoln'~ 
w. Wi lson , - and FDR. Rea~by Orson Welles. Four 12 i nch ' 
?8 rpm r ecords . Decca. 
Jl 
I State Depa1~tme11t Spee_g_~. Discussions by we ll-known 
people connected with the activities of the u. s . Depart- !! 
ment 0f State . Federal Radio Educat ion Cownittee, 16 in. I 
33 1/3 rpm. 
4. Statement of Suggested Evaluation Devic es 
a.Test items on real meanings of words as c0mpared with 
varied suggested meanings supplied by students. Define each 
of the following words • 
1 . democracy . 6. dictator. 
') 
..... 
• + c orrununJ. s ~. • ? • fascist. 
3. common people. 8. the American Way. 
4. capitalism. 9. patriotic. 
5. Bocialism. 10. radical. 
Students will later consult a dictionary and deterraine 
the accuracy of their interpretations and definitions. 
b.Test to determine the student's ab ility to read and understand 
the biases and prejudices of propaganda. 
"By using the letters for the meanings given below indicate 
your opinion of the classification of the policy behind the 
writ ing. 
a. Conservative. 
b. Conservative , but tending toward progressive. 
c. Progressive . 
d. Progressive with radical leanings. 
e. Radical or Extretue Leftist. 
Inl'licate whether there is any attempt to influence you in 
each seleotiol'J.. 
a. No intention of influencing the reader. 
b. one-sided, but no deliberate influence, a constructive 
point of view. 
c. definitely directing influence , ' not ultimately constructive. 
d. a distortion of fact, completely misleading. 
Se lections from editorial :pages should be used by the teacher 
in such a test. And blank spaces should be ~rovided on the test 
sheets for writing in the pupil-evaluations. 
c. 'rest for understanding of propaganda devices . Have students 
co::!l.pose a p iece of propaganda on a given subject • .Pupils rnust 
label the devices used in their :propandistic messa,g;e. 
d Degree of truth 'l' est. }iark 1 before statements which 
are true; mark 2 before statements vrhich are probably true; 
mark 0 before cornlJletely false statements; and mark 3 before 
doubtful statements. 
_The S"'>viet Union wants to start Vlorld War III . 
_The United States should go back to the gold standar.d. 
The United States wishes to own Canada. 
~-The present armament program is tt') enable us to enter 
a war. 
_The United States has fallen behind Russia in productio·.l . 
I 
e. Have students list the arguments pro and con some wel1,
1 
I 
knflwn issue . Students must evaluate the strengths and weaknes6es 
of ar~~ents on both sides of the issue. I 
I 
ll 
I 
,I 
devices enumerated by the Institute for Propaganda Analysis. 1 
f. Test of critical thinkin·g. Mimeograph copies of an 
editorial which takes a definite s tand on some important 
issue. Have students ana~yze the passage in terms of the 
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